Faja
Dark Bay or Brown Colt; Apr 24, 2014


1st dam
SALTY ROMANCE, by Salt Lake. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $229,200, Boyd Gaming's Delta Princess S. [L] (DED, $150,000), 2nd Santa Ysabel S. [G3] (SA, $21,360). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners--

AGAVE KISS (f. by Lion Heart). 6 wins in 10 starts at 2 and 3, $339,400, Cicada S. [G3] (AQU, $90,000), Miss Preakness S. [L] (PIM, $60,000), Ruthless S. [L] (AQU, $45,000), Trevose S. [L] (PRX, $43,700), 2nd Valor Lady S. [L] (BEL, $16,000), 3rd Prioress S. [G1] (SAR, $30,000).


Luxury Appeal (g. by Johannesburg). Winner at 2 and 5, $95,754, 2nd Sleepy Hollow S. -R (BEL, $20,000), Restrainer S. -R (AQU, $12,000).

Dream On (f. by Cosmonaut). 2 wins at 4, 2016, $70,724.

Faja (c. by Bodemeister). See below.

Pronto Pronto (f. by Fusaichi Pegasus). Placed at 4, $7,235. Dam of--

Saluda (f. by Congaree). 6 wins, 2 to 4, 2016, $273,702, 3rd New York Stallion Series S. -R (AQU, $15,000), Lynbrook S. -R (BEL, $12,500).

Safari Samba (g. by Congaree). Placed at 3 and 4, $21,806.

2nd dam
CHECKERSPOT, by Affirmed. Unraced. Half-sister to ONE FINE SWEETIE ($260,587, Bob Bryant S. -R (PRM, $40,794), etc.), One Fine Affair ($72,433, 3rd Iowa Stallion S. -R (PRM, $8,694)), Valid Viking ($49,255, 2nd Old Hickory S. (FG, $6,615)). Dam of 6 winners--

SALTY ROMANCE (f. by Salt Lake). Black type winner, see above.

Chick (f. by Sky Classic). Winner at 3, $64,317(USA). Dam of--

LANGSTAFF (g. by Saffir). 3 wins at 3, $254,500(USA), Bold Ruckus S. -R (WO, $75,000(CAN)), 2nd Achievement S. -R (WO, $30,000(CAN)), Deputy Minister S. -R (WO, $25,000(CAN)), 3rd Vice Regent S. -R (WO, $12,500(CAN)), OLG Kenora S. -R (WO, $12,500(CAN)).

Conquest Dynasty (f. by Court Vision). 3 wins at 3, 2016, $177,976(USA), 2nd Wonder Where S. -R (WO, $50,000(CAN)).

Blaze N Waggin (g. by Cherokee Run). 2 wins at 4, $21,325.

Hotstepper (g. by Pulpit). Winner at 3, $18,880.

Purple Emperor (c. by Red Ransom). Winner at 3 in ENG, $13,049(USA).

Affirmed Angel (g. by Wekiva Springs). Winner at 4, $3,802.

Affirmed Arch (g. by Arch). Placed at 3, $9,190.

3rd dam

ONE FINE SWEETIE (f. by Shuailaan). 5 wins, 3 to 5, $260,587, Bob Bryant S. -R (PRM, $40,794), Mamie Eisenhower S. -R (PRM, $36,000), 2nd Flawlessly S. (AP, $8,875), Hawkeyes H. -R
ONE FINE DREAM (g. by Woke Up Dreamin). 7 wins in 11 starts at 2 and 3, 2016, $295,039, Iowa Cradle S. -R (PRM, $45,000).

AWESOMEMUNDO (f. by Awesome Again). 4 wins in 8 starts at 3 and 4, $185,370, Allaire DuPont Distaff S. [G3] (PIM, $60,000), 2nd Palm Springs H. (SA, $13,250).

CHAMPAGNE ATTITUDE (f. by Aptitude). 3 wins at 3, $112,786, Iowa Breeders' Oaks -R (PRM, $46,640). Dam of--

ONE FINE DREAM (g. by Woke Up Dreamin). 7 wins in 11 starts at 2 and 3, 2016, $295,039, Iowa Cradle S. -R (PRM, $45,000).

AWESOMEMUNDO (f. by Awesome Again). 4 wins in 8 starts at 3 and 4, $185,370, Allaire DuPont Distaff S. [G3] (PIM, $60,000), 2nd Palm Springs H. (SA, $13,250).

CHAMPAGNE ATTITUDE (f. by Aptitude). 3 wins at 3, $112,786, Iowa Breeders' Oaks -R (PRM, $46,640). Dam of--

One Fine Affair (g. by Blumin Affair). 7 wins, 2 to 6, $72,433, 3rd Iowa Stallion S. -R (PRM, $8,694).
Valid Viking (g. by Valid Appeal). Winner at 3, $49,255, 2nd Old Hickory S. (FG, $6,615).
Trillium Trick (f. by Clever Trick). 2 wins at 3, $58,257. Dam of--
   Hello Girlfriend (f. by Skywalker). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $88,885. Dam of--
   =BLUE BLACK (VEN) (c. by Aristocrat). Winner at 2 in VEN, Clasico Antonio Jose de Sucre, 2nd Clasico Albert H. Cipirani, 3rd Clasico Francisco de Miranda.
   Beyond Description (g. by Blue Ensign). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $21,351.
   Sophisticatedtrick (f. by Clever Trick). Winner at 2, $12,030.
   Single Barrel (g. by Arch). Placed at 3, $7,880.
   Checkerspot (f. by Affirmed). See above.

4th dam
FINE SINGING, by Diplomat Way. Winner at 2, $9,474. Half-sister to GRAY DANCER ($90,112 (USA), Clasico Dia de los Padres, etc., sire). Dam of 6 winners, including--
   ONE FINE LADY (f. by Tri Jet). Black type winner, see above.
   Valid Reply (g. by Valid Appeal). 6 wins, 3 to 6, $129,470, 2nd Alydar S. (AP, $7,060), 3rd Round Table S. [G3].
   Practice Singing (f. by Practitioner). 8 wins at 3 and 4, $77,901, 3rd Lisa S. [O].
   Madam Baldski (f. by Baldski). Winner at 3, $4,076.
   Kipski (g. by Kipper Kelly). 10 wins, 2 to 8, $178,748, 2nd The Vid S. (CRC, $5,373).
   Lookingtoyou (f. by Great Above). 13 wins, 2 to 5, $205,336, 3rd Zippy Do H. (CRC, $4,281).

RACE RECORD for Faja: At 2, 2016, one win in 1 start. Earned $21,600.